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Chapter

Photoacoustic Spectroscopy of
Gaseous and Condensed Matter
Surya Narayan Thakur

Abstract

A brief historical account of photoacoustic (PA) effect is followed by a simple
mathematical model for the generation of PA signals due to nonradiative transitions
in atoms and molecules. Some experimental setups, with microphone and piezo-
electric transducers, are described for recording PA spectra of gaseous, solid, and
liquid samples. Applications of PA spectroscopy in the investigation of harmful
chemicals are presented with illustrative examples. The principle of photoacoustic
imaging (PAI) is discussed along with examples of molecular imaging of biological
tissue and internal organs in small animals.

Keywords: photoacoustic effect, nonradiative decay, microphone, piezoelectric
transducer, photoacoustic cell, aerosols, explosives, actinides, hyperspectral
imaging, molecular imaging, photoacoustic microscopy (PAM), photoacoustic
tomography (PAT)

1. Introduction

Photoacoustic imaging (PAI) is a novel method of obtaining spectral images of
chemical constituents of a sample or a scene, to gain valuable insight into its
structure and dynamics. It is based on the technique of photoacoustic spectroscopy
(PAS) and covers the entire spectral range from the ultraviolet to the infrared.
When light is incident on a sample, photons can be either absorbed, transmitted, or
reflected, and the PAS technology focuses on the amount of absorption and its
subsequent release as heat. PAS is an extremely sensitive detection technique as it
can detect molecular concentrations below the parts per billion (ppb) level. This
technique emerged from the discovery of the photoacoustic effect by Graham Bell
in 1880 during his attempt to transmit sound over a beam of sunlight [1]. However,
it remained dormant for almost a century until the advent of tunable lasers in the
1970s and was successfully used by Kreuzer and Patel for the trace detection of
atmospheric pollutants [2].

1.1 Photophone and the spectrophone

Bell succeeded in wireless audio communication about two decades before the
radio transmission. He used the newly discovered selenium cell in the receiver in
view of selenium’s property to react to modulated intensity of sunlight incident on
it, as the resistance of selenium crystal depends on the incident light. A flexible
mirror was attached at the speaking end of the photophone that created slight
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deviation of the beam of light reaching the receiver end. This led to variation of
intensity at the selenium receiver, which acted like an optical version of the electric
coil in the telephone receiver, converting the intensity modulated light back into
sound. Bell performed many experiments and observed that sound waves were also
produced directly from a solid sample when exposed to a periodically modulated
beam of sunlight as illustrated in Figure 1. A hearing tube, whose other end was
tightly attached to the open end of a transparent glass test tube with sample placed
at its closed end, could be used as a photophone. When a beam of sunlight focused
on the sample was rapidly interrupted with a rotating slotted wheel at an audible
frequency, the intensity of sound in the hearing tube was dependent on the type of
material. The loudest sound was heard when the sample was carbon black, leading
to the conclusion that photoacoustic effect was caused by the absorbed light energy
which subsequently heats the sample.

During Bell’s visit to England in 1880, John Tyndall performed the photoacoustic
experiment in gases, and although the photoacoustic effect was confirmed, Tyndall
was of the view that it was caused mainly by the radiant heat [3]. Bell was driven by
rare intellectual curiosity to learn, and it led him to invent the spectrophone to find
out the wavelengths that were more efficient for the radiant heat [4]. For this
purpose he converted a prism spectroscope into a spectrophone by replacing the
eyepiece of the telescope with a hearing tube in which a thin wire mesh coated with
lampblack was fitted in the position of the cross wires (see Figure 2). When the
incident sunlight was interrupted by a mechanical chopper, the hearing tube pro-
duced sound whose frequency was equal to the periodic intermittence of light. The
loudness of sound, however, varied in accordance with the intensity of the solar
spectrum, being maximum in the green-yellow region and decreasing at both the
red and violet ends, and observations were made by fixing the position of the
telescope in different spectral regions of the solar spectrum. These observations
confirmed the fact that the photoacoustic effect is due to optical absorption, since
lampblack totally absorbs light at each wavelength. On the basis of his observations,
Bell made the prophetic statement about the great importance of photoacoustic
spectroscopy in the infrared.

The interaction between light and matter giving rise to photoacoustic effect has
three distinct features. (1) The absorbed energy of optical radiation is converted
into heat. (2) At the site of optical absorption, there is a temporal rise and fall of

Figure 1.
Illustration of photoacoustic effect with periodically chopped light incident on carbon black sample cell fitted
with a hearing tube.
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temperature. (3) The expansion and contraction following these temperature
changes lead to periodic pressure variation to generate sound.

2. Nonradiative transitions and PA signal generation

The heat generation following optical absorption is caused by internal motions in
molecules or those of the matrix in which atoms are imbedded in condensed matter.
In the quantum mechanical description, an excited molecular state reached by the
optical absorption has two channels of relaxation. The radiative decay leads to
optical emission, whereas the nonradiative decay causes heating. Thus a molecule,
optically excited to a vibronic or a rovibrational state, loses a part of its excitation
energy as heat leading to the photoacoustic signal. The photoacoustic spectrum is
similar to the absorption spectrum, but its intensity at the exciting wavelength is
proportional to the product of the absorption coefficient and the probability of
nonradiative decay of the excited state.

Figure 3 shows the energy level diagram, in the Born-Oppenheimer approxima-
tion, of a typical organic molecule with an even number of electrons where total
internal energy E ¼ Ee þ Ev þ Er. The rotational energy levels are not shown for the
sake of simplicity, and only one of the 3N-6 (or 3N-5) normal modes for a nonlinear

Figure 2.
Alexander Graham Bell and his spectrophone.

Figure 3.
Typical energy level diagram of an organic molecule where radiative processes A, F, and P stand for absorption,
fluorescence, and phosphorescence, respectively. The nonradiative processes IC and ISC refer to internal
conversion (IC) and intersystem crossing (ISC), respectively.
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(or linear) molecule with N atoms is depicted for the various electronic states. In a
large molecule like benzene, nonradiative decay from excited states occurs even in
the vapor phase. Michael Kasha pioneered the investigations on nonradiative tran-
sitions, and it was found that radiative emission occurs only from the lowest excited
state of any multiplicity [5]. The concept of triplet state (T) was first given by Lewis
and Kasha [6] to explain the origin of phosphorescence emission in organic or
inorganic molecules. Internal conversion (IC) refers to the nonradiative transfer of
a molecule from an excited vibronic state to a lower vibronic state of the same
multiplicity, whereas intersystem crossing (ISC) corresponds to nonradiative tran-
sition between a singlet (S) and a triplet (T) state. Lewis and Kasha formulated a
fundamental law concerning fluorescence and phosphorescence through
intersystem crossing [6].

2.1 Generation of photoacoustic signal in gases

The rate of radiative transition rij between two states of a molecule Ei and

E j <Eið Þ in terms of Einstein coefficient of stimulated Bij

� �

and spontaneous Aij

� �

emission is of the form

rij ¼ ρ νð ÞBij þ Aij (1)

where Bij ¼ Bji and ρ νð Þ is the spectral energy density at the frequency ν of the
transition. For a two-level system of energy E0 and E1 shown in Figure 4, we have
B01 ¼ B10 and A01 ¼ 0, since spontaneous emission from a state of lower energy to
one of higher energies does not occur. If cij represents the probability of a
nonradiative (collisional) transition between a pair of states, we assume the colli-
sional excitation from E0 to E1 to be very small so that c01 ¼ 0.

Suppose the number density of molecules in the ground and excited states of
Figure 4 is n0 and n1, respectively. In view of the above description of the rate of
change, the number density in the excited state by radiative and nonradiative
transitions is given by

dn1=dt ¼ r01 þ c01ð Þn0� r10 þ c10ð Þn1 ¼ ρ νð ÞB01n0 � ρ νð ÞB10 þ A10 þ c10ð Þn1

¼ ρ νð ÞB01 n0 � n1ð Þ � A10 þ c10ð Þn1

(2)

Figure 4.
Two-level molecular model showing the rate of radiative rij

� �

and nonradiative cij
� �

transitions between energy
states E0 and E1.
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We define the radiative and nonradiative lifetimes to be τr ¼ 1=A10 and
τc ¼ 1=c10, respectively, and the total lifetime τ 1=τ ¼ 1=τrþ 1=τcð Þ, to get the
following expression for the rate of change of excited state population:

dn1=dt ¼ ρ νð ÞB01 n0 � n1ð Þ � 1=τrþ 1=τcð Þn1

¼ ρ νð ÞB01 n0 � n1ð Þ � n1=τ
(3)

In a similar manner, we find the following expression for the rate of change of
ground state population density:

dn0=dt ¼ ρ νð ÞB01 n1 � n0ð Þ þ n1=τ (4)

Hence from Eqs. (3) and (4), we get

dn1=dt� dn0=dt ¼ 2ρ νð ÞB01 n0 � n1ð Þ � 2n1=τ (5)

In a photoacoustic experiment, we assume the incident light intensity I to vary
slowly so that we may consider the upper and lower state population density
changes to be an adiabatic interchange. Under this approximation we can set the
left-hand side of Eq. (5) to zero. Since the total molecular density for the two-level
system is N ¼ n1 þ n0, Eq. (5) takes the following form:

0 ¼ 2ρ νð ÞB01 n0 �Nþ n0ð Þ � 2 N� n0ð Þ=τ ¼ 4ρ νð ÞB01n0 � 2N ρ νð ÞB01 þ 1=τð Þ þ 2n0=τ

Hence n0 ¼ N ρ νð ÞB01 þ 1=τ½ �= 2ρ νð ÞB01 þ 1=τð Þ

(6)

Similarly n1 ¼ Nρ νð ÞB01= 2ρ νð ÞB01 þ 1=τð Þ (7)

The spectral radiant energy density is directly proportional to the intensity I of
the light source, and we define a constant B ¼ ρ νð ÞB01=I so that Eq. (7) takes the
following form:

n1 ¼ NBI= 2BIþ 1=τð Þ (8)

Mechanical chopping of the light source at a frequency ω can be expressed as the
periodic “on” and “off” of the intensity by I ¼ I0cosω t for simplicity, and we get the
following expression for the excited state population density:

n1 ¼ NBI0cosωt= 2B10cosωtþ 1=τð Þ (9)

If the gas is very weakly absorbing, we assume that most of the molecules are in
state E0 or n0>>n1. Hence from Eqs. (6) and (7), BI< < 1=τ so that Eq. (9) takes the
following form:

n1 ¼ τNBI0cosωt (10)

For a molecular gas, its kinetic energy (K) has to be considered to get the total
internal energy density U of the two-level system leading to

U ¼ n1E1 þ K (11)

The rate of change of energy is given by

dU=dt ¼ dn1=dt
� �

E1 þ dK=dt ¼ ρ νð ÞB01 n0 � n1ð Þ � A10 þ c10ð Þn1½ �E1 þ dK=dt

(12)
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This change of energy is equal to the difference between the absorbed and
radiated optical energy so that

dU=dt ¼ r01n0 � r10n1ð ÞE1

¼ ρ νð ÞB01 n0 � n1ð Þ � A10n1½ �E1

(13)

We know that A01 ¼ 0 and c01 ¼ 0; hence from Eqs. (12) and (13), we get the
following relation:

dK=dt ¼ c10n1E1 (14)

Since the volume of the photoacoustic cell does not change in the experiment,
and thermodynamic evaluation of the change in kinetic energy at constant volume
gives

dK ¼ δK=δTð ÞVdTþ δK=δVð ÞTdV

¼ δK=δTð ÞVdT
(15)

Since the specific heat capacity of gas CV ¼ δK=δTð ÞV, by integrating Eq. (15)
we get

K ¼ CVTþ f Vð Þ (16)

where f Vð Þ is a constant of integration.
The pressure of the ideal gas P ¼ NkBT, where N is the number density of

molecules, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. Thus substitut-
ing for T from Eq. (16) in the expression for P, we get

P ¼ NkB K� f Vð Þ½ �=CV (17)

Since f Vð Þ is constant and the pressure wave (sound) is given by δP=δt, we get
the following relation from Eq. (17) in the light of Eq. (14):

δP=δt ¼ NkB=CVð ÞdK=dt

¼ NkB=CVð Þc10n1E1

(18)

Substituting for n1 from Eq. (10) and using the relation c10 ¼ 1=τc, Eq. (18)
reduces to

δP=δt ¼ kBN
2E1=CV

� �

τ=τcð ÞBI0cosω t (19)

Integrating Eq. (19) we get the following expression for photoacoustic signal,
which is detected by a sensitive microphone:

P tð Þ ¼ kBN
2E1=CV

� �

τ=τcð ÞBI0sinωt (20)

2.2 Generation of photoacoustic signal in solids

Let us consider a cylindrical photoacoustic cell shown in Figure 5 where the
light-absorbing solid sample is surrounded by optically transparent gas (air) on the
front side and the backing material is a poor conductor of heat. The absorption of
light, of a particular wavelength in the sample, generates heat by nonradiative
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transitions. The acoustic signal produced in the coupling gas is due to periodic heat
flow from the sample. Rosencwaig-Gersho model for PA signal generation depends
on the optical as well as thermal properties of the solid sample [7]. The periodic heat
flow from the solid sample heats a thin layer of coupling gas whose thickness
depends on the frequency of chopping of the incident light (about 1 mm at 100 Hz).
This layer (shown in red in Figure 5) may be imagined as a vibratory gas piston that
creates the acoustic signal detected by the microphone. The intensity of light of
wavelength λ transmitted through thickness “x” of the solid sample of absorption
coefficient β is given by

I λð Þ ¼ I0 e
�β x (21)

where I0 is the incident intensity for wavelength λ, and if ω is the modulation
frequency of the incident radiation, the temporal variation of I0 is given by

I0 tð Þ ¼ 1=2ð Þ I0 1þ cosωtð Þ (22)

The temperature variation in the gas dies out within a thickness of 2πμ from the
surface of the solid sample where μ is thermal diffusion length of the gas.

3. Experimental methods in photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS)

The temperature and pressure changes involved in the process of PA signal
generation are extremely small, typically a micro- to millidegree and nano- to
microbar, respectively. This was the reason that the field of PAS remained dormant
till the advent of tunable laser sources and of sensitive audio detectors. A piezo-
electric transducer or a sensitive microphone serves as the acoustic detector in
photoacoustic cells used during the laboratory experiments. Recent developments
in the field of miniaturization and the related progress in computer software have
made it possible to use tiny quartz-based acoustic detection devices like cantilever
and crystal tuning forks. The photoacoustic spectrometer using miniature lasers
fitted with these novel detectors can be easily packed in a small box and can be used
in the laboratory or in the field for standoff detection of hazardous materials. The
heat generated by the photoacoustic effect produces density changes caused by
temperature fluctuations in liquid and gaseous samples. In such cases,
photoacoustic spectroscopy is carried out by detection of thermal lens formation

Figure 5.
Photoacoustic cell for a solid sample. Thermal waves originate from the point of absorption and travel toward
the solid–gas interface to periodically heat a thin layer of gas (shown in red).
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using a probe laser. In the present case, however, we will confine to the detection of
acoustic vibrations in the analysis of PA spectra.

3.1 Photoacoustic cells for gaseous samples

One of the simplest PA cells for measurements on gases and vapors is made from
a Pyrex tube fitted with quartz windows at the two ends. The length of the tube and
location of the microphone are chosen to maximize the PA signal using the reso-
nance of sound generated by the modulated light beam. The design of such a cell
made from 62.5-cm-long Pyrex tube of 2.5 cm diameter and fitted with quartz
windows at Brewster’s angle is shown in Figure 6(a). The cell was resonant at
335 Hz with maximum signal in the middle port for the microphone, and it was
resonant at 669 Hz, rendering maximum signal at two ports symmetrically located
on either side of the middle port. The microphone ports correspond to the positions
of three possible antinodes of the stationary acoustic waves formed at the two
resonant frequencies. Acoustic isolation was achieved by putting the cell in a
wooden box filled with sand. Two of the ports, not in use during the measurement,
were sealed using O-rings and flat Teflon disks. PA measurements were carried out
with iodine vapor at room temperature in the presence of air at atmospheric pres-
sure using 20 milliwatt Argon laser light at 514.5 nm. The chopping frequency of the

Figure 6.
Longitudinally resonant PA cell with three ports for microphone (a). PA signal for resonance at 335 Hz (b)
and those for resonance at 669 Hz (c) and (d).
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laser light was varied between 27 and 1000Hz, and the resulting PA signals are
shown in Figure 6(b–d) [8].

The photoacoustic spectrum of iodine vapor recorded using a Nd:YAG laser
pumped tunable dye laser in the presence of atmospheric air and at 15 Torr is shown
in Figure 7. Dye laser pulses used for the measurements were of 7 ns duration,
0.05 nm bandwidth, and 2mJ=pulse energy at a pulse repetition rate of 10 Hz. It is
seen from the spectrum recorded with low air pressure in Figure 7b (upper half)
that the relative intensity of vibronic bands monotonically increases in going up to

the dissociation limit where I2 molecule dissociates into a ground-state 2P3=2

� �

Figure 7.
Photoacoustic spectra of I2 vapor in the wavelength region 492–552 nm (20,300–18,100 cm�1Þ. The little
downward arrow indicates the wavelength of exciting radiation that dissociates I2 into two iodine atoms
(20,043 cm�1Þ.
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iodine atom and an excited-state 2P1=2

� �

iodine atom. In Figure 7a for the spectrum

recorded at atmospheric air, the relative intensity of vibronic bands monotonically
decreases after maximum intensity at 19,225 cm�1 This reduction in intensity of the
PA spectrum has been explained in terms of energy transfer from excited 2P1=2

� �

iodine atoms to O2 molecules following the dissociation of I2 [9].
To make photoacoustic measurements on a flowing gas sample, such as in the

case of pollution monitoring, one needs a different type of acoustic resonant PA cell
as schematically illustrated in Figure 8. The U-shaped cell has a total length L ¼ λ,
corresponding to the acoustic wavelength generated by the periodically modulated
laser. The horizontal section of the tube is of length λ=2 and two vertical sections at
each end of length λ=4. At the resonance frequency, a stationary wave is formed
with antinodes at the two ends as well as at the center of the horizontal section and
nodes at the two bent corners (see Figure 8). The laser as well as gas inlet and
outlet, in the PA cell, is located near the nodes, which form regions of low pressure,
of the stationary acoustic wave to prevent pressure fluctuations in PA signal at the
antinodes. A microphone is fixed near the open end of one of the vertical arms, to
detect the PA signal. A piezoelectric disk, fixed at the end of the other vertical arm,
is used for detection of resonance frequency of the PA cell and the resonator quality
factor to calibrate the system. There is a phase difference of 180° between high
pressure points of the stationary acoustic wave at the center of the horizontal
section, where heat is generated, and the two ends where microphone and piezo-
electric signals are measured. The flow rate of the sample in the PA cell is controlled
by a very narrow orifice at the outlet end, such that the pressure inside the PA cell
remains steady. The special narrow hole causes a pressure drop of at least 50% on
the outlet side compared to pressure inside the PA cell, while the airflow velocity
through the orifice reaches the speed of sound. Since the air traveling through the
orifice is moving out at the speed of sound, any sound from the pump traveling
toward the PA cell, also at the same speed, meets a barrier in air, moving in the
opposite direction, and it goes no further. This arrangement blocks the noise from
the pump entering the PA cell and cluttering the PA signal.

The airborne particulate matter (aerosols) remains suspended in air inside the
PA cell shown in Figure 8 and has enough time to absorb radiation from the tunable
laser beam. The absorbed optical energy is transferred as heat to the surrounding
air, before the next laser pulse arrives, to build the stationary pressure wave in the

Figure 8.
The U-shaped resonant PA cell for detection of PA signal in a flowing air sample with special orifice for
controlling the pressure inside the cell.
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PA cell. An instrument of this type can directly measure light absorption by aerosols
over the entire range of sunlight entering the atmosphere. This type of PA cell has
been used with a single laser as well as with two lasers of different wavelengths
impacting the same gaseous sample [10, 11].

3.2 Photoacoustic cells for solid samples

PA cells fitted with microphone, for recording PA spectra of solid samples, have
been routinely used in the laboratory for almost four decades. One of the important
aspects of homemade cells is to choose a material for effective shielding from
extraneous sound. The design of a nonresonant PA cell is schematically shown in
Figure 9. The main body of the cell has been constructed from a single block of
aluminum with a cavity made from the bottom side for fixing the microphone along
with its preamplifier. A cavity is made on the top of the block to put the sample
cuvette whose open end is in the same horizontal plane as the microphone surface.
A flat aluminum plate with double quartz windows in front of the sample cuvette is
tightly fixed at the top of the main body with a very thin, suitably cut rubber sheet
to make the chamber airtight. The thickness of the air duct connecting the sample
and microphone is about 1 mm, and its total volume is less than 1 cc. The exterior
dimensions of the stainless steel sample cuvettes are identical so as to tightly fit into
their designated cavity. The sample cuvettes are, however, of varying depths to
make measurements on powder samples of different thicknesses. Carbon black is
used as the standard sample for recording the power spectrum of the excitation
source of light to normalize the PA signals of the sample under investigation.

The PA spectra of powder samples of RDX and TNT recorded with a PA cell of
the above type are shown in Figure 10. The source of excitation used in these
experiments was a rotational line tunable cw CO2 laser, and the window, in front of
the sample in the PA cell, was made of flat ZnSe plate. The PA signals were
measured manually from the lock-in amplifier and normalized using the power
meter reading for each laser line. Microgram quantities of powder samples were
used in the spectral measurements which exhibit the characteristic vibrational

Figure 9.
Design of nonresonant PA cell. (1) the main body of aluminum, (2) microphone and preamplifier chamber,
and (3) sample cuvette.
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bands of RDX and TNT [12]. The solid circles in the upper half of Figure 10
represent the normalized PA signals for the pure explosive powders in the rotational
line tunable CO2 laser wavelength range from 9.6 to 10:6μm. The samples were
diluted by uniformly mixing 10 micrograms of each explosive with 8 grams of SiO2,
which does not have any absorption in this region. Thus, the concentrations of the
two explosives correspond to a few ppm, exhibiting four persistent bands of RDX
and five of TNT with appreciable intensity as shown in the lower part of Figure 10.

3.3 PA spectroscopy of contaminated water

PA instrumentation for detection of liquid samples is somewhat complicated.
A schematic diagram of the experimental setup for detection of harmful and dan-
gerous pollutants in water is shown in Figure 11. The tunable dye laser beam,
pumped by an excimer laser or a Nd:YAG laser, is focused into a 600 micron core
multimode optical fiber for investigation on remotely located samples. The polluted
water is kept in a quartz cuvette which is acoustically coupled to a piezoelectric
transducer. The light exiting from the optical fiber is collimated into the quartz
cuvette by means of a 10X microscope objective. The pulse to pulse energy fluctua-
tion, in the light exiting from the cuvette, is monitored by a photodiode assembly,
to ratio the PA spectra with the dye laser power profile. The PA signal and the
photodiode signal are fed to two different gates of the boxcar, and the normalized
spectrum is recorded by the computer by scanning the dye laser wavelength.
The quartz cuvette with its piezoelectric transducer, the microscope objective, and
the photodiode are fixed on a small portable platform which can be easily positioned
within the glovebox for handling radioactive samples. Klenze et al. [13] have deter-

mined ultralow concentrations of Am3þ and Pu4þ in aqueous solutions with excimer
laser-pumped dye laser, while Nd : YAG-pumped dye laser system was used by
Russo et al. [14] to record PA spectra of aqueous solutions containing different

concentrations of Pr3þ and Am3þ
. Kim [15] has investigated the problem of actinide

colloid generation in groundwater which plays a critical role in geochemical inter-
action and migration of actinides.

Figure 10.
CO2 laser-excited PA spectra of RDX and TNT powders. The persistent vibrational bands of the two molecules
are seen for highly diluted samples in the lower half of the figure.
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3.4 Quartz tuning fork for PA detection

In a PA cell, the acoustic energy is accumulated in a resonant cavity, but the
principle of PA detection by a quartz tuning fork (QTF) involves the accumulation
of the acoustic energy in a sharply resonant acoustic transducer [16–18]. Crystal
quartz is an easy material for such a transducer because of its low loss piezoelectric
property, and QTFs can be designed to resonate at any frequency between 4 Hz and
200 kHz. The widely used QTF, manufactured for use in electronic clocks as
frequency standard, resonates at 32,768 Hz in vacuum. The detection of PA signal
by QTF is based on the piezoelectric effect produced by acoustic waves at the
resonant frequency that mechanically bend its prongs. In the PA spectroscopy of
gaseous sample, the interaction between the modulated laser beam and a trace gas
generates acoustic waves that mechanically bend the QTF prongs. The voltage
produced by the piezoelectricity generates the PA signal.

When a laser beam is focused at the center between the two prongs of the QTF
placed in a gaseous sample, the absorbed optical energy converted into heat gener-
ates a weak acoustic pressure wave. When the laser beam is modulated at half the
QTF resonant frequency (f), the pressure wave makes the two prongs move apart
two times during each acoustic cycle. In this situation the QTF detects sound
oscillations at the second harmonic of the modulation frequency due to two
absorption events during each modulation period. The laser light is modulated at
“ f=2” and PA signal demodulated by lock-in amplifier at “ f” as shown in Figure 12.
The PA spectrum is recorded by varying the wavelength of the tunable laser.

The use of QTF for solid phase PA detection in the laboratory requires a very
thin film of the molecular sample to be adsorbed on the outer surface of one of the
prongs. The absorbed laser light heats the sample, generating an acoustic wave at
the prong’s surface interface with air. When the frequency of repetition of the
incident laser pulse coincides with the mechanical resonant frequency of the QTF,
the localized pressure variation sets the latter into vibration. The amplitude of this
vibration and the resulting piezoelectric voltage are proportional to the amount of
heat produced by optical absorption at the surface.

An experimental arrangement using the above concept is schematically shown in
Figure 13 using a quantum cascade laser (QCL). The large wavelength coverage in

Figure 11.
Schematic PA spectroscopy system for trace detection of chemical species in polluted water.
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the mid-IR region combined with narrow linewidth and powering up to tens of mW
of QCL proves ideal for trace detection of molecules [19]. This system can be
employed in trace detection of several molecular species adsorbed on the surface of
the prong. A variant of this system has been used in detection of adsorbed chemicals
on surfaces remotely located from the laser [20].

4. Photoacoustic detection of harmful chemicals

PA spectroscopy has been widely used in chemical sensing applications in envi-
ronmental science and medical diagnostics. It is useful in rapid detection of illicit
drugs, nerve agents, and hazardous biological materials. In a typical hospital envi-
ronment, there is a need for evaluation of anesthetic gaseous components. Although
hospital staff are exposed to much lower anesthetic concentration than the patients,
this exposure extends over many years. Under inadequate hygiene conditions,
people working in hospitals or factories often complain of headaches and fatigue
due to traces of harmful gases in the environment. Illicit drug trafficking poses
many challenges for detection of dangerous chemicals that threaten life and

Figure 13.
Schematic experimental arrangement for solid phase PA spectroscopy using QTF detector with sample adsorbed
on one of the QTF prongs. The function generator controls the pulse repetition rate of the quantum cascade laser
(QCL) to be in resonance with the symmetric vibration of the QTF.

Figure 12.
Experimental setup for gas phase PA spectroscopy with QTF detector. The excitation diode laser source is
currently modulated at half of the QTF resonant frequency (f).
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property. In the following sections, we will present examples of point detection as
well as standoff detection of chemical compounds using PA spectroscopy.

4.1 PA spectroscopy of ethylene

Ethylene C2H4ð Þ is a well-known emission fingerprint from vehicle exhausts and
its reaction with nitric oxides under solar UV radiation produces ozone. Altuzar et al.
[21] have used a CO2 laser with PA cell located inside the laser cavity to profit from
the intracavity laser power. A mechanical chopper modulated the intensity of the
laser beam at a frequency that matches with the acoustic resonant frequency of the
PA cell. The 10P14 line of CO2 laser is in exact resonance with the Q branch of the ν7
band of ethylene. Air samples from different locations in Mexico city were collected
from 6 to 9 am in the morning and from 12 to 15 pm in the afternoon. The raw
samples, collected in stainless steel vessels, went through the process of removing
CO2 and water vapor before being transferred into the PA cell. The results of ethylene
concentration analysis exhibit higher values in samples collected in the morning and
lower values for the afternoon samples. The increased concentration of ethylene is
attributed to emission from vehicles when the morning traffic is heavy. The decrease
of ethylene concentration in the afternoon samples has two possible causes. Firstly,
there is expansion in the thickness of atmospheric air, due to heating by sunlight
leading to dilution of ethylene. Secondly, ethylene reacts with nitrogen oxides in the
presence of solar UV radiation to produce ozone and other oxidants, causing a
decrease in its concentration. It is to be emphasized that PA technique has the
advantage of performing online measurements with excellent time resolution.

4.2 PA spectroscopy of gases emanating from the human body

The smells emanating from various parts of the body are unique to an individual,
made up of specific chemical compounds that vary depending on age, diet, metab-
olism, and health. Near-IR diode laser at 1:53μm has been used in PA detection of
ammonia concentrations in ppmV and ppbV range by several workers [18, 22].
Although NH3 is biosynthesized through normal amino acid metabolism, it is toxic
in high concentrations, and its amount in blood gets elevated due to liver dysfunc-
tion. Compact quantum cascade lasers (QCL) may prove to be an important mid-IR
source for portable ammonia sensors.

Trace level detection of nitric oxide has many applications in medicine, biology,
and environmental science. CO laser was the first to be used by Kreuzer and Patel [2]
for PA detection of NO concentrations of 0.01 ppmV. Since its first detection in
exhaled air [23], NO has been found to be a sensitive marker for asthmatic airway
inflammation [24]. A QCL-based PA cell has been developed by Elia et al. [25], while
Spagnolo et al. have reported a minimum NO concentration limit of 15 ppbV [26].

A CO2 laser has been used as the source of PA excitation by Harren et al. [27] to
detect the emission of ethylene from the human breath and skin under exposure to
UV radiation. In this experiment a small amount of exhaled air was cleaned for its
content of CO2, water vapor, and other spectroscopically interfering gases, before
introducing it into the PA cell. The 10P14 emission line of CO2 laser was used to
detect a lower limit of 6 ppbV ethylene in nitrogen.

4.3 PA spectroscopy of dangerous drugs

Morphine is the prototype narcotic drug, and it is the standard against which all
other opioids are tested. An acetylated form of morphine, almost two times more
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potent than morphine itself, is known as heroin. Animal and human studies and
clinical experience back up the contention that morphine is one of the most
euphoric drugs on earth. Both morphine and heroin are used for pain medication,
but both are addictive and identified as illegal drugs.

Microgram quantities of powders of morphine and heroin were used in a PA cell
shown in Figure 9 and fitted with ZnSe window. Rotational line tunable CO2 laser
was used as the excitation source for recording the PA spectra of the two com-
pounds shown in Figure 14. The black dots in the figures represent the manually
measured PA signals from the lock-in amplifier normalized by laser power at each
wavelength. The spectral peaks correspond to the vibrational bands of morphine
and heroin in the wavelength range 9.6 to 10.6 micron [28].

5. Photoacoustic imaging

Photoacoustic imaging is an emerging technique that combines the high resolu-
tion of light and deep imaging capability of ultrasound. It is similar to hyperspectral
imaging except for the fact that optical sensors are replaced by ultrasonic detectors
that convert the sound waves into images. It has many applications as a noninvasive
technique in medicine to produce molecular images of internal organs. It is based on
the rapid production of heat, when the optical energy from a nanosecond laser pulse
is absorbed in the tissue, causing thermal expansion and the generation of ultrasonic
waves. The processes involved in the image formation are schematically illustrated
in Figure 15, which show that it is a hybrid technique making use of optical
absorption and ultrasonic wave propagation.

There are two basic conditions for efficient generation of the PA signal for
imaging. The condition of “thermal confinement” requires the laser pulse duration
τp to be shorter than temporal duration τth of thermal diffusion from the heated
volume. This condition implies that there is negligible heat diffusion during the
laser pulse so that the PA image essentially reveals the initial absorbed energy
distribution in the sample. The second condition of “stress confinement” requires
that time τs for stress to transit the heated volume should be longer than the laser
pulse duration τp.

It can be shown that a nanosecond laser pulse impacting a biological tissue
sample satisfies the conditions for PA imaging. Thermal diffusion length during the

laser pulse is given by δT ¼ 2 τpDT

� �1=2 where DT is the thermal diffusivity of the

Figure 14.
CO2 laser-excited PA spectra of powders of heroin (on the left) and morphine (on right).
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sample. A typical value of DT ¼ 1:4� 10�3cm2=s for most tissue [29] gives δT ¼
0:05μm for a laser pulse of τp ¼ 5 ns. Duration of thermal diffusion is given by

τth ¼ L2=4DT where L is the radius of the spherical shell of heat propagation in the
sample. Thus for L ¼ 15μm, we get τth ¼ 0:4 ms. If “v” is the velocity of sound in
tissue, the time taken by the stress to transit a sample length L in the heated region
is given by τs ¼ L=v. Assuming v ¼ 1:5mm=μ s we get τs ¼ 10 ns. This simple
calculation shows that we would achieve a spatial resolution of 15μm in the PA
image if τs ¼ 10 ns and τth ¼ 0:4 ms. Thus we find that the process of heat genera-
tion by a 5 ns laser pulse would satisfy the two conditions for generating PA signals
efficiently.

5.1 Photoacoustic microscopy and photoacoustic tomography

Photoacoustic tomography (PAT) and photoacoustic microscopy (PAM) are the
two methods of PA imaging. In the PAT mode, an expanded laser beam illuminates
the whole sample, and laser photons are absorbed at various points in the sample
generating ultrasonic waves. PAT acquires depth-dependent information by time-
of-flight measurements of the acoustic waves. An ultrasonic transducer placed
outside the sample detects the PA signal, which is measured either by moving a
single transducer around the sample or by using an array of transducers. PA image
is obtained from the data set of PA signals by using appropriate reconstruction
algorithms in the computer. In the case of PAM, the laser beam is focused into a tiny
volume, and ultrasonic waves from this localized region are imaged by the detector.
To obtain a 3D image, transverse sections at different depths in the sample are
scanned in two dimensions. The axial resolution of the image can be as good as the
optical resolution < 1μmð Þ where the depth information is determined by the time
of flight of ultrasonic waves.

5.2 Photoacoustic microscopy of zebra fish

Fluorescence microscopy is an effective tool in thin biological samples like
single-celled organisms, but with slightly thicker samples, it becomes difficult to
know where exactly the fluorescence originates. In a complex organism, like zebra
fish, it is crucial to image deeper and deeper while the organism is kept alive.
Fluorescent light emerging from the point of absorption suffers multiple scattering
in the tissue on its way to the optical detector. This leads to loss of information on
the origin and propagation path of the fluorescent light, giving rise to a blurred

Figure 15.
Schematic illustration of the principle and processes involved in photoacoustic image formation.
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image and destruction of the spatial resolution. PA detection of optical absorption
circumvents these limitations, because the sound waves travel through the diffuse
biological media with much less distortion than light.

The experimental components used in PAM by Harrison et al. [30] are shown in
Figure 16a. The laser beam, from a tunable source (L), is diverted down the 45°
reflecting cone R, by the prism P. The curved surface of the cone directs the laser
beam in a horizontal plane which is reflected downward by the corner polished
surfaces inclined at 45° with the horizontal plane. The laser beam then travels
downward along the longer sides of the ultrasound probe (T) to be focused about
10.5 mm below the bottom of the probe (see Figure 16a). The position of the
ultrasound transducer (T) is adjusted vertically to match its focus with the laser
focus by maximizing the PA signal from carbon fiber sample [30]. The combined
ultrasound and laser light probe is mounted on a voice coil (VC) stage which is
driven by a programmed motor controller to achieve oscillations at 10 Hz over a
length of about 10 mm. The imaging system can be run in three different modes, (i)
ultrasound mode, (ii) PA mode, and (iii) interlaced PA-ultrasound mode, and it can
produce images of microvascular structures to depths of 2–3 mm in vivo as illus-
trated in Figure 16b for zebra fish.

In the recording of images of Figure 16b, the zebra fish was held on a rotating
platform immersed in water. The position of the laser focus was fixed at a particular
depth inside the body of the sample, and the platform was rotated through 360° to
record the two-dimensional sections [31]. The location of fluorescent protein
mCherry (in red) is clearly seen in the image of the zebra fish brain at the top, and
transverse image slices of the zebra fish hindbrain are shown in the lower half of
Figure 16b, where each slice is separated by a depth of 0.5 mm inside the tissue.

5.3 Photoacoustic imaging of prostate cancer

PA imaging is emerging as a new diagnosis technique with specificity, high
resolution, and enough imaging depth for early detection of prostate cancer. Ex vivo
multispectral PA imaging has been carried out to differentiate between malignant

Figure 16.
(a) Experimental setup for combined photoacoustic (PA) and ultrasound (US) imaging (with permission from
Ref. [30]). (b) In vivo image of a section of the zebra fish brain and five transverse image slices through the
hindbrain (with permission from Ref. [31]).
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prostate tissue, benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), and normal human prostate
tissue. The preliminary results of investigations carried out by Dogra et al. [32]
show that there was a significant difference in the mean PA intensity of dehydroxy
hemoglobin (dHb) and lipid between malignant and normal prostate. There was
also a significant difference in the mean intensity of dHb between malignant pros-
tate and BPH. There was, however, no significant difference in HbO2, dHb, and
lipid between normal prostate tissue and BPH. Laser radiation at 1064 nm and
1197 nm has been used to obtain PAT images, corresponding to optical absorption of
hemoglobin and lipid, to determine the clustering prostate cancer tissue at each
wavelength [33]. It was found that 1064 nm PAT in conjunction with ultrasound
image is more effective in identifying prostate cancer biopsy targets than the PAT at
1197 nm.

6. Conclusion

This chapter starts with a brief history of photoacoustic effect and photoacoustic
spectroscopy. A simple mathematical derivation for the generation of PA signal in
gaseous and solid samples is followed by experimental methods. The design and
construction of a variety of PA cells and detectors have been described along with
their use in the investigation of gaseous, solid, and liquid samples. Some illustrative
examples of trace detection of explosives and harmful chemicals have been
discussed. A brief account of the principle and application of the emerging tech-
nique of PA imaging is discussed at the end of the chapter.
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